
 

 

Philips
LCD TV with Digital 
Crystal Clear

81 cm (32")
Full HD 1080p

32PFL3605S
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njoy a great TV night - guaranteed
ith Full HD images & superb sound
veloped by the leading European TV brand, the Philips 3000 series LCD TV offers well 

cognized performance in picture and sound and can be used for many years to come.

A clear, vivid LCD picture everytime
• Full HD TV with Digital Crystal Clear for depth and clarity
• Dynamic contrast 50000:1 for incredible rich black details
• 28.9 billion colors for brilliant natural images

Rich and clear sound.
• Feel the atmosphere with 16W RMS and Incredible Surround

Complete connectivity made simple
• Seamless connectivity with 2 HDMI inputs and Easylink
• Enjoy photo and music playback via USB
• PC-input allows you to use your TV as a PC monitor



 Digital Crystal Clear
Digital Crystal Clear is a package of picture 
innovations that digitally adjusts and optimizes 
picture quality to optimal contrast, color and 
sharpness levels. The result is extremely clear 
pictures from any source.

Dynamic contrast ratio 50000:1

You want the LCD flat display with the highest 
contrast and most vibrant images. Philips 
advanced video processing combined with 
unique extreme dimming and backlight 
boosting technology results in vibrant images. 
Dynamic Contrast will increase the contrast 
with excellent blacklevel and accurate 
rendition of dark shades and colors. It gives a 
bright, lifelike picture with high contrast and 
vibrant colors.

28.9 billion colors

Vibrant and natural images from the most 
advanced color processing. The 3 color 
channels (RGB) are optimized for a total 
processing power of 28.9 billion colors. The 
advanced algorithms detect even the subtlest 
shades and skin tones, creating the best color 
possible.

2x8W RMS Incredible Surround
Feel the power of the music beat and the 
atmosphere of the movies. The powerful 
2x8W RMS amplifiers create a lifelike sound 
stage. Incredible Surround allows you to 
experience total surround with greater depth 
and width of sound helping complement the 
rich viewing experience.

2 HDMI inputs with Easylink

HDMI is a single cable to carry both picture 
and audio signals from your devices to your 

TV, avoiding cable clutter. It carries 
uncompressed signals, ensuring the highest 
quality from source to screen. Together with 
Philips Easylink, you need only one remote 
control to perform most operations on your 
TV, DVD, BluRay, set top box or home theatre 
system.

USB for photo & music playback

The USB connector allows access to jpeg 
photos and mp3 music of most USB-sticks 
(USB memory-class device). Plug the USB into 
the slot at the side of the TV and access the 
multimedia content using the easy on screen 
content browser. You can now view and share 
your photos and music.

PC input (VGA)
With PC input you can connect your TV to a 
computer by a VGA cable and use the TV as a 
PC monitor.
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Highlights
LCD TV
81 cm (32") Full HD 1080p
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